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UNICEF reports on the latest Saudi coalition attack on a water system in Saada. This is the
third time that the same site has been bombed:

UNICEF  deplores  in  the  strongest  terms  yet  another  attack  on  vital  and
lifesaving water systems in Yemen.

A large water facility in Sa’ada, northwest of the country, came under attack
this week. This is the third such attack on the same facility. More than half of
the  project  is  now  damaged,  cutting  off  10,500  people  from  safe  drinking
water.

Continuous  attacks  on  water  systems  in  Yemen  are  cutting  off  children  and
their families from water; increasing the likelihood of water-borne diseases
spreading in the war-torn country.

The Saudi coalition deliberately attacks civilian targets in Yemen. Just as they struck the
MSF-run cholera treatment center once and then blew it up again after it had been rebuilt,
they have repeatedly attacked this vital infrastructure needed to provide clean drinking
water to Yemeni civilians in Saada. This is the second time the coalition has struck this site
this year. I wrote about the previous attack back in April:

The destruction of infrastructure needed to provide clean drinking water for
civilians is clearly a violation of international law, and the fact that the same
system has been targeted more than once should put to rest the idea that the
coalition strikes these targets only by accident. Just as it has systematically
and deliberately attacked food production and distribution inside Yemen, the
Saudi-led coalition repeatedly strikes at the infrastructure that the population
needs for water and sewage treatment.

The coalition is repeatedly striking at the medical facilities and infrastructure needed to
prevent  the  spread  of  cholera  in  a  country  suffering  from  the  worst  modern  cholera
epidemic  on  record.  There  have  already  been  well  over  a  million  cases,  and  the
deteriorating  conditions  in  the  country  could  cause  that  number  spike  upwards.  The
coalition obviously carries out these attacks on purpose, and they keep doing it because
they are never held accountable for their crimes. The Saudis and their allies use both
starvation and disease as weapons against the civilian population of Yemen in a policy of
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cruel collective punishment. The U.S. continues to provide unstinting support to the coalition
campaign and makes attacks like this possible. Congress needs to cut off all U.S. support for
the war on Yemen now, and every day that U.S. involvement continues our government is
complicit in crimes like the one committed against these civilians in Saada.
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